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Editors Note: I was 

unable to find any 

credible pictures of 

the  pen wood of the 

month.—Shedua—and 

very few examples of 

it’s uses. 



PREZ SEYZ 

 

 
 

I would like to thank John 
De Ryckere for filling in for 
me while I was gone.  Now 
that the weather will begin to 
moderate I hope everyone 
has some spare time to do 
some turning.  Fall is always a 
great time of the year to be 
outside. 
   
Please think about what type of classes you would like to 
have going forward.  Bring your Ideas to the next meet-
ing. 
 
Next club meeting will be October 5th 2022. Social hour 
starts at 6:00PM and the meeting and demo starts at 7:00 
PM. 
 
Don’t forget Coffee and Chips, Saturday October 8th 
from 8:00 to 12:00.  Come and use the new tools and 
make something. 
 
Bob Eberhardt 
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3 Editor Musings:  The Future of CVWG 

While I have been laid up with an ill-

ness, I got to thinking about the fu-

ture of the CVWG. The club has been 

lucky to get a shop almost unique in 

woodturning groups. Most groups 

meet in churches, members homes, 

civic centers and the like but few 

have the space and the little cost we 

have paid for the premises. 

In the beginning there were a few 

enthusiastic woodturning-

woodworking guys who thought it 

would be a good idea to form a club. They found a place to meet at 

a woodworking store at Banberry Place but after a couple of years 

the owner ask the group to leave. At this time, the gallery seats 

were usually always full so it was an active group with the leader-

ship being the founders of the group. 

Brian George the then president of the group looked for other quar-

ters and got a good deal with Eau Claire Insulation. The building 

had a large unused and unheated and un air- conditioned space 

that owner Pat Smith gave CVWG a lease for 10 years at $25 a 

month. However, the group had to fix up the place including heat-

ing and air conditioning.  

Once we moved in the place there were donations from members of 

everything we would need – from a refrigerator to lathes, to drill 

press to a grinder and all the accessories. CVWG has been at this 

place for eleven years and has given many members and new to 

woodturning a rich experience. 

Looking back on the first newsletters edited by Chuck Brovold, I 

see none of the original members participating in the group. Some 



have passed, some have illnesses and some have gone on to other   

things or moved away from Eau Claire. When Brian George re-

signed as president of the board of directors, he resigned dure to 

health issues, Rich Thelen was persuaded to take over and he held 

the reins for 4 years. Fortunately, since then there have been a few 

members who took the chance to participate on the board to give 

the club the needed leadership.  

I, like a lot of members, just wanted to come to the meetings and 

not get involved in a leadership role, but after I retired, I decided to 

get involved in some way. One of the reasons was past experience 

in clubs is that they simply dissolved because of a lack of member 

participation and any interest in maintaining a purpose for the 

group.  

Rich Thelen gave me the job of newsletter editor which was a good 

fit for me because I had done 3 newsletters prior. He also wanted 

me to convince Jerry Engedal to be the web master which he did 

eventually accept. Member John DeRyckere is owner of the web 

site (and computer programmer) and has been called on the fix oc-

casional hacks on the site. Although the members of the board have 

been regularly predictable – somewhat the most active ones – time 

is running out for this group of members willing to be part of the 

board year after year.  

After 2 years of limited meetings and activity, we are almost back to 

speed. Meeting attendance is still lower than before and Coffee and 

Chips also has low attendance. The group had a membership of 

about 100 a few years ago but has declined to about 60.  I’ll have to 

say that board president Bob Eberhardt has taken on this renewal 

and has put a level of energy into it not seen since the original  

group and at the moment that is just what this group needs. Thank 

you, Bob. 
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I took a chance to participate in the leadership of the CVWG and 

have found it to be a rewarding experience. I took a chance in giv-

ing demonstrations which I dreaded but decided that too few mem-

bers were giving demonstrations and it should not be a continuing 

burden on these members. But after a couple of demonstrations, I 

learned to relax and not dread.  

The perceptions of the roles of the leadership may be a lot of time 

and work on the board. But I think back to the early years when the 

board planned the 3 or 4 expos in town – a lot more work than 

what we do today. Board members share responsibilities. If a mem-

ber is not able to do something, another will take over. I realize that 

many members are still working, live outside Eau Claire and have 

family commitments which are probably the biggest issues from 

participation. But if you can do some small thing for the group it 

would help to keep this group alive a few years more.  

One thing the group might consider is occasional advertisement ei-

ther in newspaper or some sort of social media. I know there has 

not been much support for even a Facebook page or any other so-

cial media. But that is where it is at and interesting parties might be 

questionable so we would might have to go by enthusiasm for the 

individual. Word of mouth has been reliable to carry us for 13 years 

but the world has changed quite a bit in the last couple of years. So, 

we need to consider other alternatives. 

The group has heavily depended on demonstrations of one kind of 

another. Lately, the demonstrations have been somewhat repeats of 

previous demonstrations with a slight twist. However, this isn’t bad 

in itself, because new or older members may not have been at the 

previous demonstrations. John Layde who serves as the Program 

Director has been especially busy recently finding a replacement 

demonstrator when scheduled demonstrators have unexpected 

problems and cannot demonstrate. As a result, the replacement 

demonstration is made on the fly and tend to be these variations of 

older demonstrations.  
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But what about the future. Nothing is forever.  The group has 

gained a few younger people but the average member age is  prob-

ably over 70. We hope that the Chainsaw event will bring in a new 

member or two but in these present times woodturning can be 

quite an investment although we offer use of lathes and mentoring 

for free. The limited times these learning opportunities being 

available may be a factor in not attracting more people. In a way, 

our group is not big enough nor proactive enough to support some 

of its aims. 

The Board of Directors – which the club needs to be a member of 

the AAW – will be looking into alternatives for the club. But most 

important, the club needs new members to participate in the 

board. Just one member interested would go a long way to start 

the process of participation on the board. The present board mem-

bers are committed to this group and hopefully will be around for 

several more years to help when needed.  

Tom Leonard 
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Does anyone recognized this 45 cal. Bullet pen that  was 

donated to the CVTC “Give Veterans a Smile” event?  

This is an older version of this pen and no longer sold or 

instructions available. Newer models have the cap as one 

piece that just fits on. Question is what is missing that 

would connect the cap to the clicker?  



September Demonstration 

The Worst Pen to Turn  - The Nevus 

Tom Leonard 

Most pens kits are usually simple to turn and simple to assemble. 

As the pen making market expanded the manufacturers of pen 

kits (Taiwan and China) began making pens fancier, larger and 

with themes – such as motorcycles, rifles, bullets, steampunk, 

football, baseball, revolver and so on. Most of these theme pens 

had fewer parts and were easier to put together. But once and a 

while a pen kit would show up to be a bit more complicated – 

mostly by the number of parts involved and grainy pictures in 

the instructions didn’t help. 

How did the worst pen get chosen? I emailed 3 pen dealers and 

sought an answer to the worst pen kit. I contacted Exotic Blanks, 

Woodturningz and Berea Hardwoods by email. The answers I got 

were surprising. All said there were no worst or hard pens to 

make. The problem they deal with every day is the turner either 

didn’t understand the instructions or did not do correct measure-

ments. The dealers who are doing or have done pen turning say 

the pens they don’t like are ones that require tenons and have too 

many parts and take up too much time to complete. That said 

and done, the Nevus was mentioned because it was not for the 

beginner. The example on the instruction sheet was one way to 

turn it, but it left open a variety of ways to do and to make it your 

own unique pen. 

During the demo I expressed emphasis on measurements on the 

instructions. DON’T TRUST THEM. Do your own measure-

ments. The authors of the instructions are relating their meas-

urements to their blanks and yours may be different enough 

make errors in preparation of the blanks for turning. 
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I related that what was different about this pen was that the pen 

has 3 blanks instead of one or two which is standard. The third 

blank covers the nib and the nib is in 3 levels not just the stand-

ard cone shape and requires 3 different sized drill bits so the nib 

will fit in to the blank. And, if that wasn’t enough, the nib blank 

is attached to the middle blank and turned together and hopeful-

ly the grains will match.  

I got 2 members from the club – Dan Goller and Paul Meske – 

who had little experience with pen turning to see what they could 

do with an advanced pen. Both iterated that at first it was confus-

ing but once they had figured out how to do the pen it went well. 

They added that the Nevus pen was the ugliest pen they had 

turned. I agreed with them and promised that the demo finished 

pen would hopefully be just as ugly or uglier.  

Blanks usually come in 5” or 6” lengths. A 6” blank is minimal 

length for the Nevus. However, this gives one little room for er-

ror on the cap end which is barely longer than the tube. It also 

leaves no room for creativity on the cap end so 7” or more length 

would give one the room needed to be creative. 

Making the Worst Pen Step By Step: 

Step 1: Mark the 3 blank lengths 

The blank must be as square as possible or it will be un-

usable. The nib end drill will usually be off center. Most 

other pens this would not be a problem but it is with 

this one. 

Lay out a blank marking the length of the nib, the long blank by 

tube length and the short or cap blank tube length and taking in 

to account 2 kurf cut widths. (Depending on blade type this could 

be a 1/16 “ or less).  
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Step 2: Cut off the short or cap end of the blank. 

There will be 4 drill bit sizes – “S”, “O”, 29 and 11. Not standard 

sizes so it can’t be bought at Menards or the like and usually only 

at pen dealers or hobby shops (if there). 
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Step 1: Lay out blank with nib, long tube 

and short tube. 

Top: 6”blank with  short end piece leav-

ing little room for creativity. 

Bottom: 7” blank with more room for 

creativity. 



Mark from the end of the long tube to the first level of 

the nib to determine the depth of the “S” drill bit. 

Step 3: Measure length for drill bit depth 

Measure the length of the long tube and the largest nib blank level 

closest to the long blank. Make that the measurement for the drill 

bit at the top of the nib curve and mark the drill bit to that length. 

With this measurement, the drill will go through the long blank 

and partially into the nib blank making room for the larger part of 

the nib. Drill the blank with a “S” drill bit to the mark. An “S” drill 

bit is a gauge size and equivalent to 8.89mm or .348 decimal.  

An alternative to this, Dan Goller separated the nib 

blank from the long blank and drill them separately I 

tried this and was more confident in my drill depths. Test 

the depth of the nib blank by inserting the larger end of the nib to 

see if it covers that part.  If it goes below the hole rim the hole is 

too deep, but not tragic. 
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Step 4: Drill short tube 

As long as you will be changing bits at this point, measure the 

length of the short tube and mark that length on the “O” drill bit 

(.316 decimal and 8.03mm equivalent). After drilling, use a cali-

per depth rod to measure the depth of the hole – may be exact or 

not. Mark that length on the blank so you will know where solid 

wood will be begin and add a ¼” for safety. 
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Drilling the Nib Blank separately 

Cut off Short or Cap Blank and  measure 

depth of the Short or Cap blank 



 

12  Note: Do you use a Brad point or a curved HSS  “S” drill 

bit? The end of the widest level of the  nib is slightly 

curved which would favor the curved HSS bit. The Brad 

point end is usually flat.   

Step 5: Cut off the nib blank and mount on lathe. 

 

Step 6: Drill through the nib blank with the “29” drill 

bit. No need to measure the “29” drill bit depth. It is the 

smallest bit and will go completely through the nib end. 

Step 7: Drill middle level of the nib blank using the “11” 

drill bit. Use the measurement on the nib from large 

end to smallest end beginning.  

Try inserting the nib after all drillings. The nib will be a tight fit 

and you might have to force it in so be prepared with something 

to knock out the nib if it doesn’t go all the way into the hole. If 

unable to fit in the nib and force doesn’t seat the nib, re measure 

the depths and determine which level needs to be adjusted. 

Step 8: Glue in the nib, long tube and short tube. 

After glue dries, press the nib connector into the longer blank 

that mates with the nib blank.  

 

Cut off Nib and Long Blanks to drill Nib 

blank 



CAUTION: The nib connector has no stop so it can be 

completely inserted. Test the insertion depth a little at a 

time to insure the nib and the long blank grain will 

match.  

Note: It’s been my experience that the number of 

threads will match if the starting point is a is a prede-

termined  line drawn the length of the long and nib 

blanks providing the connector is in the correct depth. 

As an easier alternative, thread the nib connector onto 

the nib thread and press both at the same time at the 

point of the grain matching and that way the connector 

will be at the precise depth and the grain will match. 

Step 9: Mounting on the lathe 

The long blank and the nib blank will be turned in tandem.  

The Nevus pen is a variety of closed pen turning which means the 

mandrel does not go through the blanks and should be turned 

with pin chucks. There are a variety of chucks that are called Pin 

chucks but this particular Pin chuck is just a simple solid metal  
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rod that fits in the blank tube and uses small pins in a cut out area 

that when turned in the tube will tighten and hold the blank. The 

advantage of this is one can work more freely on the end of the nib 

end and the short cap end. 

Tom, Dan, and Paul express our thanks to member Joe 

Nycz for making 3 sets of the Pin chucks for this project. 

If not able to get a Pin chuck, an adjustable mandrel (the one with 

the threads and round nut on the end) can be used. With this meth-

od a bushing can be used to size out the open end of the long blank. 

However, be advised that the short blank also has a smaller sized 

bushing and the 2 ends will not be even. I thought it would be bet-

ter to mate the 2 blanks by turning to the same size using a caliper 

measure. However, I found that this was not possible because to do 

this would leave the wood depth on both blanks very thin and sub-

ject to cracking and the clip ring will not match both sides. 

At the other end of the mounted blank – the nib end – use a 60 de-

gree tail stock live center or similar to hold the blank tight. This 

method works but lessens the creativity for the short/cap blank.  
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Adjustable mandrel  above and set up with  long 

blank below. 



 

 

Step 10: Turning the Nib/Long Blank: 

 

 

Caution: Turning close to the nib end of the blank pre-

sents a possibility of the nib blank breaking. Best to use 

a sanding method to make the nib end conical if de-

sired. 
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Long tube can  be turned separately with bush-

ings but  not the nib blank or short / cap blank. 

So not really an option. 

Above: Long blank with attached nib blank 

mounted on pin chuck. Below: Turned blank. 



Step 11: Finish Nib/Long Blank: 

Sand and use the desired finish on the complete blank.  

Caution: If using Ca glue, remember the nib and long 

blank are threaded together and will be glued together 

if not separated. Although the insertion of the refill is 

usually done at the nib end, it can also be inserted on 

the cap end. To prevent the nib blank and long blank 

from being glued together, loosen the nib blank and put 

some tape in between the two and retighten. This will 

prevent the two from being glued together. 
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Step 12 Turning the Short/Cap Blank 

Set up on the lathe with the desired method and turn with the  

long blank and nib blank.  
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Previous page  

Top: First finish with Aussie Oil 

Second : Nib removed to tape nib connection to 

prevent Ca glue from gluing long blank to nib 

blank. 

Third: Nib  rethreaded to long blank and Ca glue  

applied. 

Fourth: Finished long blank and nib with Ca glue  

undercoat and Aussie oil  top coat. 



 18 Previous Page: 

Top: Adjustable mandrel reset for short / cap blank. 

Middle : Blank mounted on adjustable mandrel. 

Bottom: Blank mounted on pin chuck. 



Turn the cap end as plain or fancy as desired depending on how 

much extra wood is on the cap end. Be sure to note the mark that 

was made to ensure you will not be turning into an extra amount 

of hole that might have been created.  

Step13: Finish the Short/Cap Blank 

Sand and finish with desired finish. 

Step 14: Assemble pen per instructions.  

 

19 Previous Page: 

Top: Completed turned short blank. 

Middle: First coat of Aussie Oil. 

Bottom: Tape pin chuck end of blank so Ca glue will 

not glue blank to pin chuck. Blank set for Ca glue bot-

tom coat and finished with Aussie Oil topcoat. 

Assembly parts above and assembled pen 

below. This was not the pen demonstrated 

but results from demo are on next page 



 

20 Pin chucks used in this demonstration are simple rods 

that can fit into a regular chuck with jaws that reduce 

the holding diameter to hold the diameter of the rod. I 

used a 1/4” collet to hold the pin chuck. The pin is 

placed in the cut out area, inserted into the tube and 

twisted to tighten the blank. A 60 degree tail stock live 

center is used to stabilized the turning which can be 

removed when turning the end of the pen. At this 

point the blank will spin evenly to get good cuts. 

Closer view of pin chuck with pin in the cut out ar-

ea to place the pins. One pin may suffice but may 

need a 2nd pin to lock. 
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Above: Finished pen as completed from demo with 

Aussie Oil only. 

Below: Further finished at home with Ca glue  and 

Aussie oil with  black line enhancement on cap end. 

Cap wood is Canary wood  and long blank is Tornillo. 

I had done a previous Nevus pen with  Canary wood 

and  noticed it was also enhanced with black lines, 

so I removed the Tornillo long blank and replaced it 

with the Canary wood long blank with                        

enhancements. 

This Nevus pen is complicated but paying attention to meas-

urements is the key to success.  

I have made 9 of these pens counting the demo pen and said 
all are just as ugly (well, maybe plain, undistinguished or just 
unappealing – just no pizazz to them) however, I will work 
on one that perhaps can be better rated. 
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Left: Dan Goller  took the challenge to make 

Nevus pens. His results are the 2 on the left. 

Right: Paul Meske also took the challenge for 

the Nevus pens. His results are on the right. 

Thanks for making the demo more interesting. 
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Addendum to Demonstration      

Write-up 

During these live demonstrations it is not possible to get  

step by step pictures of the process. I chose to redo the 

Nevus pen step by step at home but I didn’t have similar 

woods. I wanted to show in detail each step as I did with 

the Closed Pen demonstration in May of 2018 (See June 

2018 newsletter when our web site is back up). Most of 

the text of the write-up was presented at the demonstra-

tion.  My many thanks to Dan Goller and Paul Meske for 

going out of their comfort zone to help enrich this 

demonstrations. An extra thanks to Joe Nycz for his time 

and efforts to make the pin chucks which are an im-

portant part of the Nevus pen turning. 
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Dan Goller 

Dan Goller got 

inspired by 

John     

DeRyckere’s 

August demo  

by trying to 

make these 

bird orna-

ments  
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Scott Walby 

Above: Scott Walby 

made a natural edge 

Cherry Burl bowl  

Left: Scott also made 

a segmented pedes-

tal bowl of Maple 

and Walnut. 



 26 Bob Wilcox 

Top Left: Bob Wil-

cox made  a  Cherry 

bowl with distinc-

tive sapwood. 

Middle Left: Bob 

made a hollow form 

using newly ac-

quired hollowing 

tools seen in the 

bottom left. He 

plans on making 

handles for the 

tools. 



 

27 Paul Meske 

Paul Meske having 

made wands in the 

past decided to  en-

hance them and 

make them more 

appealing. He 

wanted to give 

them out at Hallow-

een but worried 

about  kids hurting 

themselves and 

others. These 

would have been 

great sellers at the 

Chainsaw event. 
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Dan  Brandner 

Dan Brandner  obtained a Maple 

rounded blank meant for a plate 

from a pile brought in by Tom 

Leonard.  He never made a plate 

and took it as a challenge. 

Apologies to Dan for not getting a 

picture of his Show and Tell. 
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Duane says “The 

biggest chunk of 

Staghorn sumac I 

have ever seen. It 

is 16" long and 10" 

in diameter.  It 

keeps telling me " I 

want to be a vase" I 

have got some 

work ahead of 

me.”  

 Duane Walker 



 

30 Bob Eberhardt 

Bob says: “I just wanted to 

show you what I have been 

working on this last 

week.  For the next news let-

ter if you need some projects, 

you can use this  6” x 

19”  walnut bowl from a 

crotch.    I rough turned it to a 

thickness of 1.75” then put it 

in a large brown paper bag 

with wet shavings from the same bowl and will store 

it for about 1 year like that.  If it is dry I will turn it 

down to a finished thickness of about 1/4”. All I need 

to do now is wait and hope for the best with no 

cracks!” 



 

Pen Wood of the Month 

Shedua 

 

Color/Appearance: Varying shades of yellowish to reddish brown with 

darker brown, gray, or black stripes. Moderately wide sapwood is a pale 

yellow, clearly demarcated from heartwood. Sometimes seen with a curly or 

mottled grain pattern. 

Grain/Texture: Grain is straight to slightly interlocked. Medium to coarse 

texture, with moderate natural luster. 

Endgrain: Diffuse-porous; large pores, very few to few; solitary and radial 

multiples of 2-3; deposits occasionally present; growth rings distinct due to 

marginal parenchyma and slight decrease in pore frequency near growth 

 Common Name(s): Amazique, Amazoue, Mozambique, Ovangkol, 

Shedua 

Scientific Name: Guibourtia ehie 

Distribution: Tropical west Africa 

Tree Size: 100-150 ft (30-45 m) tall, 3-5 ft (1-1.5 m) trunk diameter 

Janka Hardness: 1,330 lbf (5,900 N).9 
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ring borders; parenchyma vasicentric, lozenge, confluent, 

and marginal; narrow to medium rays, normal spacing. 

Rot Resistance: Rated as moderately durable, with good resistance to insect 

attack. 

Workability: Overall a fairly easy wood to work, though Ovangkol con-

tains silica and can therefore dull cutters prematurely. Also, if the grain is 

interlocked, or if there is other figure present in the wood, planing and other 

machining operations may be troublesome and cause tearout. Turns, glues 

and finishes well. 

Odor: Ovangkol is reported to have a strong unpleasant odor when wet, 

which disappears once the wood has dried. 

Allergies/Toxicity: Besides the standard health risks associated with any 

type of wood dust, no further health reactions have been associated with 

Ovangkol. See the articles Wood Allergies and Toxicity and Wood Dust 

Safety for more information. 

Pricing/Availability: Good availability for both lumber and veneer. Unfig-

ured wood is in the mid-range of imported hardwoods, though curly or fig-

ured wood is likely to be more expensive. 

Sustainability: This wood species is not listed in the CITES Appendices, 

and is reported by the IUCN as being a species of least concern. 

Common Uses: Veneer, furniture, cabinetry, turned objects, musical instru-

ments, and flooring. 

Comments: This wood wins the award for the most commonly-used alias-

es, with no single name being predominant. When used in guitars, it’s most 

commonly referred to as Ovangkol. Most other woodworkers favor either 

Shedua or Amazique, while veneer is sometimes sold under the name 

Mozambique. All refer to the same wood species: Guibourtia ehie. 

Related Species: 

• Bubinga (Guibourtia spp.) 

• Tiete Rosewood (Guibourtia chodatiana) 

Source: Wood Database: Ovangkol | The Wood Database 
(Hardwood) (wood-database.com)  
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33 Pen Kit of the Month 

Simplicity 

I purchased a 4 starter set of the Simplicity pen kits which came 

with the bushings from Exotic Blanks in Racine Wis. Exotic Blanks 

describes it as : “Good looking but sturdy. Cap features diamond 

design etching and a swooping clip and a gear like finial.” 

The 4 starter set was $22.95. Separately, the bushings are $3.50 

and the HSS 11/32 drill bit is $5.95. If you need an acrylic 11/32 

bit it is priced at $15.95. 

 

 

The 3 other pen kit  blanks are: 

Desert Ironwood 

Maple Burl 

Acrylic Glow  
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Items 

found that 

related to 

the Shedua 

wood. 



 

 

35 For Sale 

From Ron Bartz 

Delta Lathe with bed extension model 46-460 

One way and Hurricane chucks 

Tools HSS and Carbide 

Plus other accessories 

Asking $900.00 or best offer. 

Lathe was owned by former member Glen Gisseler 

who passed away a few years ago. 

Contact Mary Gisseler at 1-715-828-1597 

For Sale: Owner purchased newer lathe. 

Leguana 18/36  

$2600.00  

Contact: walby@charter.net 



Next Demonstration 

French Rolling Pin 

Demonstration by Ron Bartz 
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Meetings are first Wednesday of the month at 7 pm. Open 

house—Coffee and Chips - is the second Saturday of the 

month from 8 am to 12 pm 

Meeting Dates and Demonstrations 

October 5—Ron Bartz—French Rolling Pin 

November 2—John Layde—Bowl in a Bowl and Tenon 

December 7—Bob Eberhardt—Christmas Ornaments 

January 4—Barry Grill—Necked Vessels 

February 1—To Be Determined 

March 1—To Be Determined 

Open House-Coffee and Chips Dates 

October 8 from 8:00 am to 12:00pm- 

Masks not required (if not turning) and 

Vaccinations suggested. If coming after 

10:00 please inform us through the web 

site the night before at:

(www.woodturnercvwg@gmail.com) 

Meetings and Coffee and Chips are held in the Eau Claire Insu-

lation building at 1125 Starr Ave on the northeast side of Eau 

Claire, Wi. 
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Board of Directors for 2022-3  

 
 

President  Bob Eberhardt   
     
 
Vice President John DeRyckere 
 
          
Treasurer/  Randy Patzke 
Membership   
 
Secretary  John DeRyckere 
Co-Secretary  Tom Leonard 
     
 
Program Director John Layde 
     
 
At Large Director Joe Nycz 
 
     
At Large Director Ron Bartz 
     

Non Board Positions 
 
Newsletter Editor Tom Leonard 
 
Web Master  Jerry Engedal  
 
Members and interested persons may con-
tact the Chippewa Valley Woodturners Guild 
by email at: woodturnercvwg@gmail.com 

Photos of Show and Tell / Gallery items              

provided by : John DeRyckere 
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